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Abstract
This paperdescribes and explains the rationale behindthe
productmodelthat is employed
in the configurationdesign
tool SyDeR(SystemDesignfor Reusability, [SDR98]).
its nameindicates, SyDeRstresses the reuse of system
designsin later designprojects. Thefield whereSyDeR
is
appliedis configurationdesignlbr productsfor whichthere
is not a complete,fixed set of components,
but rather a set
of previous designs from which one can be chosen to be
reusedand/or adaptedto the current configurationdesign
problem.Thissub-field of configurationdesignis of major
economicimportance,as e.g., the designof railwayrolling
stockor trucksfall into this category.

significantly increased by intelligent software tools that
offer advice on how to reuse and adapt previous
component designs as well as to design components for
reusability in the first place.
Crucial to reusability is the way the product and its
components are modelled. This paper explores how a
product modelthat enables reusability should look like.
Before going into details, we would like to clarify our
terminology. There is a large vocabulary for the
componentsof a product (parts, components, assemblies,
modules, etc.), whichcan be a source of confusion. ’In the
SyDeRproduct model, we decided to call these objects
systems. Wewill stick to this decision throughout this
paper and kindly ask the reader to accept this (somewhat
abstract) choice for the next six pages.
In the paper, we will first look at a product modelthat aims
straightforward at describing a product without paying
muchattention to reusability. In the following chapters, we
will describe extensions to this simple modelthat step by
step improvereusability.

Modelling product structure

as if reusability

did not matter
Modellinga product breaks downinto three tasks:
Modelling the properties of a product and its subsystems,
modellingthe product structure and
modellingthe design logic behind the product.

Importanceof reusability
Configuration design takes it for granted that components
can be reused in any product configuration. As we had to
learn in earlier application studies for configurationdesign,
not every product family meets these requirements. So, it is
an important issue to design components and product
families in a waythat allows to use them in configuration
design.
Beyondconfiguration design in the narrower sense, reusing
a componentdesign also saves the time to design it again
and the development risks that come with a new
development effort. Reuse saves moneyin development as

well as in later stages of the processchain (no new
manufacturing or testing equipment is needed, e.g.).
Reusability of product and component designs can be
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Modelling the properties is usually achieved by defining
attributes for systems describing properties like size,
weight, cost or material. "The product structure can be
modelledby a product tree, a hierarchical bill of materials
or a graph (see below). Rules or constraints can describe
the dependencies and the reasoning behind the product,
thus definingits designlogic.
In the following, we will focus on the product structure
first and later take a look at howto integrate design logic
into the product model. As much as properties are
concerned, we will just assumethat they are described by
attributes of simple (e.g., integer, float, string) or complex
data types without goinginto further details.
The product structure
can be analyzed from two
perspectives: vertical and horizontal. The vertical product
structure is usually modelled by means of a part-ofrelationship. Each system is linked to the sub-systems it
consists of via such a part-of-relationship. These systems
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generalized and more abstract version of the system in
question that is not burdenedwith the specific details of a
particular design context. This generic system definition
can be provided by a system type, with the actual systems
in the different design contexts being instances of this type.

again are linked to their constituent sub-systems, etc. The
transitive closure over the part-of-relationship - beginning
with the product root node- yields a product tree.
Besidesthe vertical structure, the horizontal structure plays
an important role in the design of a product, although many
product structure models(e.g. in EDM
systems) ignore it.
It defines how systems are connected and which
relationships exist between the systems that belong
together building one assembled system. The horizontal
structure can be modelled with the help of a connectedwith-relationship, leadingto graphs whichdescribe the part
topology.

The system type models those properties and rules which
hold for all instances of this type. Types allow to reuse
system definitions in other design contexts by creating
instances of this type in the newdesign context.
In order to enable reuse of knowledgebetween types, an
inheritance hierarchy of types should be defined. Properties
as well as rules/constraints are inherited.

Simply connecting systems usually is not enough. Often,
there is a need to treat each of the different connections
from one systemto other systems in a different way. If, for
example, a certain system has a mechanical connection
with one system and an electrical connection with a third
system, you will not want to mix the two connections up.
Thus, it is necessary to introduce a modellingconstruct that
allows to makea difference betweendifferent connections.
A commonmeans for this task is to attach ports to a
system. Each port is associated with one connected-withrelationship so that the different connections can be
referencedvia different ports.

Besides increasing efficiency, type hierarchies also support
a least commitment
approach to design. The engineer is not
forced to commithimself early to detailed design decisions
he can not reasonably justify. Instead, in early stages of
design, he commitshimself to moreabstract classes (e.g. to
the type ,,motor") than in later stages (e.g. to an AC-motor
with 360 V).
The inheritance hierarchy also helps to get an overviewof
the systemtypes available, whichis importantfor the reuse
of systems. Usually, the reuse process is semi-automatic.
The engineer selects a certain abstract system type (e.g.
ACmotor) and specifies a few desired properties. A reusesupporting design tool (like SyDeR)should nowsearch for
types which meet these requirements and propose them to
the engineer. An inheritance hierarchy helps the engineer a
lot to define a starting point for the search (and the tool to
search moreefficiently).

These are also the basic ideas behind the SyDeRproduct
model. It describes systems by listing their properties and
the constraints that hold on these properties. It also uses
ports to define the potential connectivity of systems. But,
as we will see in the following, it adds a fewmorefeatures
that enhancereusability.

BringingStructureandTypesTogether

A First Step towardsReusability: Types

So far, we have treated product structure and types quite
independently.To closely integrate them, it is necessary to
introduce a third kind of entity (besides types and
instances) that represents a system used to build another
system. Being used in the structural definition of another
system type (which is in turn supposed to be reused) is
new role that can not be captured by means of types and
instances whichonly deal with reuse of the systemitself.

Part-of- and connected-with-relationships together with
ports allow to define the vertical as well as the horizontal
product structure in a convenientmanner. But at this stage
yet, there is not muchsupport for reuse. All the engineer
can reuse are instances of systems that have been defined
earlier by copying these instances into her current product
design.

In SyDeR,this leads to system refinements (corresponding
to types), system applications (corresponding to the usage
of a systeminside another system) and system instances.

Following a motto from software enginering, abstraction is
the key for reusability. Usually, it is cumbersome
to reuse a
system exactly as it has been used in a different design
context. Too many details that are valid only in that
context appear in the system description. This contextspecific information can come in the form of specific
property values, rules/constraints describing a design logic
that only holds in this context, or additional systems which
will not be neededin other design contexts.
Instead,

the engineer would prefer

A similar approach has been used by [Callahan97], based
on the ideas of [Rappoport93].Their part ,,trinity" consists
of part, part usage, and part occurrence. A part
corresponds to a system refinement, a part usage to a
system application, and a part occurrence to a system
instance. A part usage graphdefines the (vertical) product
structure, while a rooted occurrence tree describes the
structure of assemblyparts.

to reuse a more
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Modularity

by Interfaces
as a second step
towards reusability

Reusing a system basically means to move it from one
context to another. This can only work properly if the
system’s relationships to its environment (i.e., its
dependencies with other systems) are clearly defined and
made explicit.
A convenient way to model these
relationships to the outside world of a system (that means
with other systems) is to define interfaces with other
systems.
In order to fully exploit the advantagesof interfaces, the
modelling language for interfaces should be as rich as the
one for systems. It should allow to attach properties and
constraints to interfaces, interfaces should be typed, and
there should also be an inheritance hierarchy for interface
types. Types and inheritance yield the same benefit for
interfaces as they do for systems. Wewill explain in the
next chapter how useful properties and constraints in
interfaces are in terms of modularity.
Interfaces offer a numberof advantages:
Interfaces explicitly describe which relationships exist
between a system and its environment (neighbouring
modules) and makeclear under which terms this system
can be reused.
Interfaces can modelconnecting parts between systems,
relationships betweensystems (e.g., distance), or even
backgroundknowledgeabout laws of physics etc.
Interfaces tend to have a longer life-span than systems,
and thus provide a stable backbone for the design
knowledgebase.
Interfaces are fundamental for modularity, as they
decribe the dependencies between systems. Interfaces
also help to model the technical reasons for system
relationships.
In our application studies for the SyDeRtool, we have
used interfaces for a variety of purposes:
- To model the data flow from the initial specification
downto the componentparameters;
- to modelthe flow of force along mechanicalcomponents;
- to modelthe relationship betweensubwaytracks and the
subwaylines ru ning on these tracks;
- to modeltransportation line for bags in an airport luggage
system;
- to model electric connections and control systems in a
street car.

Related work has been done by [Heinrich91].
The
resource-based paradigmfor configuration design can be
seen as an ancestor of SyDeR-style extensive interface
modelling. In this paradigm, resources also modelled
relationships between systems (there called components),
but are weaker in terms of expressive power. Properties
can be attached to ressources only to a limited extent, and
there are only weakconstraints.

Constraints

should be modularr too

The last step in achieving as muchmodularity as possible
is to modularizenot only the product, but also the design
logic behind it. This is a crucial factor for the maintenance
of the knowledgebase behind a configuration design tool,
which often suffers from a lack of modularity in the
knowledgebase. Often, local changes in a knowledgebase
do not remainlocal, but lead to changes in other parts of
the knowledgebase, whichin turn cause other changes etc.
In order to keep local changes local, the knowledgebase
has to be modular, too. The importanceof this point cannot
be overestimated,
as the cost for knowledge base
maintenance is one of the favourite reasons to terminate
the use of a knowledge-basedsystem.
Ourthesis is that the direct reference in rules or contraints
to properties of other systems causes most of the follow-on
changes in a knowledge base. So the key to modular
knowledgebases is to eliminate these direct references by
using intermediateinterfaces.
Constraints attached to systems fall into one of three
classes, depending on howspread the parameters/variables
in the constraint are:
- constraints over parametersat one single system,
- constraints over parametersat subsystemsof one system,
¯ - constraints over parameters which are distributed over
several systems.
Constraints of the first kind are local and pose no problem
in terms of reusability, as they have no connectionto other
systems. Constraints over parameters at subsystems occur
frequently, e.g. to computethe total weight of a system by
summing up the weights of its subsystems. These
constraints do not limit reusability if we restrict ourselves
to constraints connecting different subsystemsof the same
system refinement, so that the subsystems of a certain
systemtype are part of its definition and thus available any
time the systemis used.
The third kind of constraints is moretricky and the one that
usually hinders reuse. One cannot assume that several
systems are always used and reused together just because

there is a constraint that touches all of them. Moreover,it
is not quite clear which system the constraint should be
attached to. The solution is to attach it to none of the
syst6ms, but to an interface that connects the systems. This
has the advantage, that it does not arbitrarily place chunks
of knowledgeat one system where others are also affected.
It also stresses that interface modelingis very helpful in
reducing the maintenance cost for a knowledge-based
configuration design tool.

Summary
Wefirst introduced a generic product model that was
expressive enoughto capture product structure, properties
and design logic, b.ut did not pay attention to the needs of
reusability. Wethen extendend this basic model into a
generic product modelthat supports reusability as muchas
possible.
The first step to enhance reusability was to introduce
system types and sort them in an inheritance hierarchy. The
integration of system types with a recursive product
structure lead us to ilae definition of third entity class
besides types and instances that represents the use of a
systemin the definition of another systemtype. The second
step was to introduce interfaces to model relationship
between a system and its environment. The third step was
to makesure that constraints do not directly reference to
objects outside of the system where the constraint was
defined.
These steps lead to a product model that has been
implementedin the configuration design tool SyDeR.The
feasiblity of this approach has been confirmedin several
application studies, amongthemelectrical street car design
and car engine water pumpdesign.

Related Work
The idea of types is, of course, not a new one. Their
integration with a recursive product structure has been
solved in a similar way by [Callahan97, Rappoport93].
Object-oriented product models and constraints can, for
example, also be found in [deVries97, Ziegler93].
Extensive interface modelling and the strictly modularuse
of constraints are ideas that we have not seen published
anywhereelse. Weregard the integration of all these ideas
and their implementation in the tool SyDeRas the major
contribution of this paper.
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